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“I love sex, but thoroughly despise “sex shops”. Most are morbidly unsexy 
– they have more in common with an abattoir than a boudoir. 
Womyns'Ware was such a pleasant surprise. 
Thanks for using the… 

A sexy customer that loves our store

 most sexyorgan
 of all when planning your shop – your brain.



here I  come!
“I know this course has changed me for the better - last night, we had sex!
        And I had fun!… and I told him exactly what [I] 
        was feeling the whole way through. Satisfying sex,  

a Sexual Self-esteem Seminar Grad
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Help! 
I need an intervention!
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“Brought home my new toy. What can I say… I love it. The staff at the store 
were very helpful, and full of tips and other helpful information. It was hard 
to decide on which vibrator to get but I am VERY pleased with my purchase. 
I’m sure I'll be by next week to pick up more batteries.” 
  a very satisfied (can you say multiples?) customer     
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   upsidedown!
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“I bought [my new sex toy] today; it’s AMAZING. 
      Once finished, I put my glasses on… 

Absolutely worth the price.” 
Joyful in Surrey



    ultimatetoy
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“Often sites will rave about everything they sell as if each item is the …

but you tell it like it is… That shows you 
have a lot of geniune respect for your 
customers and I really appreciate that.”
                                    A satisfied customer 



     total toyvirgın
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“I’ve been a… 

A satisfied customer

up ’til now, but my curiosity                  finally got the better of me. 
So, I've been cruising around on the net looking for the best place to buy 
toys online and, while there are a few good sites out there with great 
information and reasonable reviews, your site is absolutely top notch.”



 sexualconcerns
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“The fact that you address…

…education, safety, cleaning of toys, etc., really impressed me. And your 
reviews were simply the best I've read, very practical and down to earth.” 
                                                           A satisfied customer 



 satisfy   me
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“My boyfriend and I were looking for something that we could use together to 
help me have an orgasm… and I was starting to wonder if I would ever find 
something that would

We walked around the store 
and you gave us some ideas 
and really taught me some 
things that I didn’t even 
know… We bought it and OH MY GOD it works great. Thank you so much for 
your advice and we will definitely be coming in again!”

         Thanks, [thankful customers]
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“As a married couple        who enjoy adding toys to our…

It was really refreshing to find a retail outlet for vibes and such that 
wasn't just trying to sell us anything. There was some really solid advice 
and a great down to earth website. Congrats and Thanks.”      
    happily married couple 



looking
        for a
little fun
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“It is obvious that you put women's health at the top of your priorities list.  
       As a caring husband just…

…that was very reassuring.”  A customer who is, indeed, a caring husband!


